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This thesis, from the intersubjective perspective, probes into transmutation of 
Heidegger’s aesthetic ideas in both early and late stage, and points out the subjective 
characters in his early-stage thought by carding “existential analysis of Dasein” in his 
early stage. This thesis argues that the reasons why his early-stage thought was 
repeatedly denounced by his successors were Dasein’s prior perspective of 
“existential analysis of Dasein” which eliminates human the possibility of opening to 
nature, God, various transcendent dimensions like these. In order to clarify human’s 
authentic survival status, this thesis, from the intersubjective perspective, in the basis 
of holding Heidegger’s late-stage thought integrally, compares Heidegger’s 
intersubjective thought of naturalism with Zhuangzi’s and Zen’s philosophy, 
intersubjectivity of fideism and philosophy of religion, and points out that 
Heidegger’s view of nature and view of fideism, in fact, both base on his art 
perspective and aesthetics. Then we can know that Heidegger’s redefining for the 
relationship between human and nature, human and god, was completed from the 
intersubjective perspective by aesthetic medium. In the Heidegger’s late-stage 
philosophy, he unearths poetic essence of poetry and thought, and makes the 
aesthetics integrate heaven, earth, god and human into one by means of verbal 
construction of existence. Thus, human’s authentic existence which persists in 
subjective loneness of early-stage’s “existential analysis of Dasein” was turn to 
intersubjective poetic dwelling which based on Being-with of sky, earth, gods and 
mortals. Hence, getting through ontological aesthetic construction, Heidegger finds 
out possible situation of human’s authentic existence in deeply favoring poetic 
dwelling. Because the intersubjective relationship of Being-with of sky, earth, gods 
and mortals can be realized possibly only under the condition of Pan aesthetic, the 
end-result of Heidegger’s aesthetic thought is intersubjectivity of aestheticism. 
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    3、国内海德格尔美学思想研究的单薄 









































（上海三联书店 2004 年 11 月）和张贤根的《存在·真理·语言——海德格尔美
学思想研究》（武汉大学出版社 2004 年 12 月）以及王昌树的《海德格尔生存论




















    4、海德格尔美学思想研究中主体间性视角的缺乏 
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